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In our UPS, the high-speed voltage drop detector is 
one of key components. Table I shows the specification 
of it and the detect delay time shown in the table is one 
of the most import.ant terHl. Figure 1 shows a block dia-
gram of the detector and it uses two type of detection in 
parallel. One, which part is surrounded by dashcd line, 
is based on a real time wave comparator and the other, 
which is surrounded by dot-dashed linc, is based on the 
instantaneous nus value caomparator. With mixing of 
the outputs of these two units, the high-speed and high 
accuracy detection is realized .. In the real time wave-
form compare unit, a PLL circuit tracks the phase angle 
of the line voltage and reference sinusoidal line voltage 
references are generated. 
Table 1: Specifications of voltage drop detector 
Input voltage: 200 V in three phase 
Detect level of voltage drop *: -15% of nominal value 
Detect level of voltage recover *-10% of nominal value 
Delay of voltage. drop detection: 100 J.Ls 
Delay of voltage recovers detection: 1 cycle 
* Detect levels are selectable 
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Figure 1: Diagram of a voltage drop detector. 
A prototype model of the voltage drop detector is 
connected to a utility line of the NIFS and is testing. Fig-
ure 2 and 3 shows an actual operation waveforms. In this 
data, a line voltage of phase W dropped to 50 % of nor-
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Figure 2: Waveforms of line voltage in the test operation 
using actual utility line. 
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Figure 3: Waveforms of comparator output in the test 
operation using actual utility line. 
mal level. Line voltages of phase U and V dropped only 
20% and their phases are shifted from normal position. 
With this phase shift, the comparators for phase U and 
V output voltage drop signals. The voltage sag is almost 
recovered in 5 cycles but line voltages are not recovered 
to the norma] level. The line voltages are built up slowly 
and they reach to the normal level at time = 0.3s. In 
this time region of O.ls < time < 0.3s , the voltage drop 
detectors make some short pulses and they re-trigger flip-
flops shown in Fig. ?? These flip-flops will be reset by 
voltage recovery detectors and an off delay timer in the 
signal processor will remove the hunching and reforms 
the detector output. 
This detector circuit has been connected to an ac-
tual line and tested almost one year and no miss detec-
tion is observed. 
